I-70 CSS Corridor Team Member:
In preparation for our December 6, 2007 workshop, materials have been posted on the
website, www.i70mtncorridor.com. The materials include the agenda for the workshop,
how your values were used to develop the Core Values, and the Draft Context Statement
and Core Values. We would very much like you to review these prior to the workshop.
Remember, the Context Statement and Core Values should reflect your thoughts. These
should inspire you toward actions that protect what you value. Details about specific
elements within each value will be our next step.
Of most value will be hearing your thoughts on how the value statements can guide us
during future decision-making or direct future planners, designers and corridor
stakeholders in protecting what is most important to the corridor.
As you review the Context Statement, ask yourself: Will this be true in 50 years? Was this
true in 1950? Over times will this statement continue to capture what needs to be preserved
in the I-70 Mountain Corridor?
As you review the Core Values, ask yourself: Did we miss a value? Are the interests of my
group captured in these values? Using these value statements, can a measurement or
criterion be developed that will allow what I value to be considered and balanced with all of
the other values?
If you feel word changes are necessary in the Context Statement and Core Values, you may
email us your suggestions.
During the workshop our small group exercise will discuss each Core Value and ask the
question: What are all of the ways that this value can be accomplished? An example:
For History the core value statement reads:
History creates a sense of place. The broad historic context is foundational to the
corridor and must be a part of every conversation.
After reading the statement, ask yourself: How can this be accomplished?
Your answers might include:
•

Create an inventory of historic resources in each community.

•

Understand each community’s goals for preservation of their historic
resources.

•

Include a person with knowledge of a community’s historic resources on
future design development teams.

This discussion will help formulate the criteria for selection of the recommended alternative,
establish the process steps for future decisions, and develop the design guidelines and
commitments for the corridor.
Please join us on December 6, 2007 at the Keystone Lodge, beginning at 9:00 a.m.

